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A Memoir Scholastic Inc.
"We will go to America!" It is 1868, and Carl Erik's family faces starvation in Sweden. As their hopes
fade, they must endure a journey over land and sea to reach a better life in a new country thousands of
miles away.
Lunch Money Simon and Schuster
Meet Greg Kenton, billionaire in the making. Greg Kenton has two obsessions -- making money and his long-
standing competition with his annoying neighbor, Maura Shaw. So when Greg discovers that Maura is
cutting into his booming Chunky Comics business with her own original illustrated minibooks, he's ready to
declare war. The problem is, Greg has to admit that Maura's books are good, and soon the longtime enemies
become unlikely business partners. But their budding partnership is threatened when the principal bans the
sale of their comics in school. Suddenly, the two former rivals find themselves united against an adversary
tougher than they ever were to each other. Will their enterprise -- and their friendship -- prevail?
Missing May (Scholastic Gold) Graphix
After his father plants the family yam garden without praying to the ancestor spirits, Kuri, a
young boy on Papua New Guinea, wonders if he should follow the advice of the Christian
missionaries and trust in their God.

Extra Credit Yearling Books
Bella Legrossi and Boris Kleanitoff, the messiest and cleanest monsters in Booville respectively, do
nothing but argue until the night of Harry Beastie's Halloween party.
Albert Whitman & Company
Patricia Polacco takes on cliques and online bullying Lyla finds a
great friend in Jamie on her first day of school, but when Lyla makes
the cheerleading squad and a clique of popular girls invites her to
join them, Jamie is left behind. Lyla knows bullying when she sees it,
though, and when she sees the girls viciously teasing classmates on
Facebook, including Jamie, she is smart enough to get out. But no one
dumps these girls, and now they're out for revenge. Patricia Polacco

has taken up the cause against bullies ever since Thank You, Mr.
Falker, and her passion shines through in this powerful story of a
girl who stands up for a friend.
Ellray Jakes Walks the Plank! Harper Collins
As the end of sixth grade nears, Jordan Johnson, unhappy that she is
only average in appearance, intelligence, and athletic ability,
reveals her special skills when disaster strikes her central Illinois
elementary school.
Jake Drake, Bully Buster Harper Collins
These fun-filled chapter books mix school, monsters, and common kid
problems with hilarious results. You'll scream with laughter!

Schooled Simon and Schuster
THE SECRET'S OUT ON BULLYING Here is the all-too-familiar story of
Monica. She and Katie have been friends since kindergarten. Monica
loves being around her when she's nice. But there are times when Katie
can be just plain mean. And Monica doesn't understand why. Monica is a
target of relational aggression, emotional bullying among friends who
will use name-calling and manipulation to humiliate and exclude. But
with a little help from a supportive adult—her mother—Monica learns to
cope and thrive by facing her fears and reclaiming power from her
bully. Including a foreword by the founder of the The Ophelia Project,
as well as helpful tips, discussion questions, and additional
resources, My Secret Bully is a vital resource for children, parents,
teachers, and counselors.
Jake Drake, Know-It-All; Jake Drake, Bully Buster; Jake Drake,
Teacher's Pet; Jake Drake, Class Clown Scholastic Inc.
Use Novel-Ties ® study guides as your total guided reading program.
Reproducible pages in chapter-by-chapter format provide you with the
right questions to ask, the important issues to discuss, and the
organizational aids that help students get the most out of each book
they read.
Nobody Knew What to Do Penguin
When ten-year-old Jake's widowed mother breaks her leg just before
Christmas while her sister and best friend are both away, a grandfather
Jake barely remembers must come to Baltimore, Maryland, to help a neighbor
take care of him.
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The Map Trap Simon and Schuster
Yard sales, ice-skating, and surprise parties are just a few of the things
that make fourth grade fun. But Julio and his friends know it’s time to get
serious when the class begins preparing for the big statewide test at the
end of the year. Just thinking about it is enough to give anybody a
stomachache! Julio and his best friend, Lucas, are going to try every
superstition in the book to make sure they pass. They’ll wear their
underwear inside out, use brand-new pencils, and even—gulp—study. But when
test day comes, Julio finds out there are some surprises no one can prepare
for! Whether one has read about Julio and Lucas and their other classmates
before in class clown and class president or this is the first meeting,
here is a story that will strike a familiar chord. With the warmth and
realism she is known for, beloved author Johanna Hurwitz brings us the
hardships and humor of Julio Sanchez’s fourth-grade year.

Jake Drake, Bully Buster Houghton Mifflin Harcourt
Fourth-grader Jake Drake relates how he comes to terms with SuperBully
Link Baxter, especially after they are assigned to be partners on a
class project.
Ruby and Bubbles Learning Links
From award-winning author Emily Jenkins and New York Times bestselling
illustrator Harry Bliss comes the first book in a sweet, quirky chapter
book series about a boy and his invisible friend, Inkling. Perfect for fans
of Clementine and Ivy and Bean. This series is a great choice for emerging
readers who are ready for chapter books. The thing about Hank's new friend
Inkling is, he's invisible.No, not imaginary. Inkling is an invisible
bandapat, a creature native to the Peruvian Woods of Mystery. (Or maybe it
is the Ukrainian glaciers. Inkling hardly ever gets his stories straight.)
Now Inkling has found his way into Hank's apartment on his quest for
squash, a bandapat favorite. But Hank has bigger problems than helping
Inkling fend off maniac doggies and searching for pumpkins: Bruno Gillicut
is a lunch-stealing, dirtbug caveperson and he's got to be stopped. And who
better to help stand up to a bully than an invisible friend?
Jake Drake, Teacher's Pet Harper Collins
Lotty Raccoon is excited. This year she has a new teacher, new backpack,
and new shoes. But her enthusiasm quickly wanes when Grant Grizzly begins
bullying her. At the advice of her brother and sister, Lotty tries ignoring
Grant and making a joke of it all, but neither approach works. When her
parents hear about Grant, Lotty's dad talks to the teacher. Although the
teacher speaks to Grant and Lotty, now Grant just bullies her when no adult
is around. After talking to her family again, Lotty comes up with an idea.
She notices other kids are being bullied by Grant, too. She gathers
everyone together and they form a club—The Bully Blockers Club. Now when
Grant tries to bully someone, the other kids speak up. That gets an adult's
attention, and Grant stops his bullying!

Room One Atheneum/Caitlyn Dlouhy Books
Jake is determined to win the third grade science fair not only
for the grand prize, but to beat the annoying class know-it-alls,
as well.

My Princess Boy Dial
The four book school story series by the multimillion-copy
bestselling author of Frindle and Extra Credit, Andrew Clements.
I’m Jake—Jake Drake. I’ve seen a whole lot of craziness while in
third and fourth grade. I’ve duked it out for first place in the
science fair (against my best friend!), I’ve seen bullies—ok,
I’ve been bullied—I’ve been mistaken for a teacher’s pet
(seriously, it was all a big misunderstanding!), and I’ve even
been the class clown (ok that one I’m not so proud of). I’ve
rounded up all my adventures in school right here for you. Check
it out! And hopefully you’ll have better third and fourth grade
luck than I did!
One Day in the Woods Harper Collins
Jake remembers the terrible days in third grade when everbody
thought he was the teachers' pet.
Twins Weigl Publishers
This critically acclaimed winner of the Newbery Medal joins the Scholastic
Gold line, which features award-winning and beloved novels. Includes
exclusive bonus content! Ever since May, Summer's aunt and good-as-a-mother
for the past six years, died in the garden among her pole beans and
carrots, life for Summer and her Uncle Ob has been as bleak as winter. Ob
doesn't want to create his beautiful whirligigs anymore, and he and Summer
have slipped into a sadness that they can't shake off. They need May in
whatever form they can have her -- a message, a whisper, a sign that will
tell them what to do next. When that sign comes, Summer with discover that
she and Ob can keep missing May but still go on with their lives.

Taking Responsibility Random House Books for Young Readers
A moving holiday story from New York Times bestselling author
Andrew Clements. For Hart Evans, being the most popular kid in
sixth grade has its advantages. Kids look up to him, and all the
teachers let him get away with anything -- all the teachers
except the chorus director, Mr. Meinert. When Hart's errant
rubber band hits Mr. Meinert on the neck during chorus practice,
it's the last straw for the chorus director, who's just learned
he's about to lose his job due to budget cuts. So he tells the
class they can produce the big holiday concert on their own. Or
not. It's all up to them. And who gets elected to run the show?
The popular Mr. Hart Evans. Hart soon discovers there's a big
difference between popularity and leadership, and to his
surprise, discovers something else as well -- it's really
important to him that this be the best holiday concert ever, and
even more important, that it not be the last.
My Secret Bully Simon and Schuster
Jake recounts his second grade introduction to Link Baxter,
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SuperBully, who becomes his class project partner, with
surprising results. When Jake was three years old at Miss Lulu's
Dainty Diaper Day Care Center, what did he know about bullies?
Nothing. But he learned fast! Why? Because Jake was kind of smart
and not a tattletale, and he had no big brother to protect him.
He was a perfect bully magnet. But everything changed the year
Jake was in second grade. That's when SuperBully Link Baxter
moved to town. Jake had his hands full just trying to survive,
until class project time. Who did the teacher assign to be Link's
partner? You guessed it. Jake has to use all his smarts -- and
his heart as well -- to turn himself from Jake Drake, Bully
Magnet, to Jake Drake, Bully Buster.
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